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Thank you Ms. Chair, 

 

I wish to communicate that the Ecospirituality Foundation has taken an initiative in the direction of 

a contribution of Peace,  called “New Ecospiritual Renaissance”. 

The New Ecospiritual Renaissance is a cultural movement and an expression of opinion. It is 

nonpolitical, with no party or confessional affiliations. 

The movement is inspired by the philosophy of Ecospirituality proposed by Giancarlo Barbadoro. 

The concept of ecospirituality arises from the experience of Natural Peoples, meaning those native 

populations that have resisted assimilation into the religions and ideologies of majority society. 

They remain on every continent as cultures that have maintained their contact with Mother Earth, 

understood as a point of reference for individual personal spiritual growth. Ecospirituality is the 

philosophy of Nature, an experience of inner harmony extending to include everything around us, 

with due respect for the environment and all forms of life. This philosophy is inspired by Nature in 

an overall sense, meaning not just the manifestation of its natural cycles, but also its mystical aspect 

as the depositary of a great cosmic mystery. 

Ecospirituality leads to a reassessment of the relationship between the individual and Nature, so that 

all living creatures, as well as the planet itself, acquire equivalent value and dignity to that of 

mankind.  

From the Manifesto of the New Ecospiritual Renaissance:  

“We propose the study and safeguarding of ancient traditions, to understand and preserve our link 

with the cultural roots of humanity, which can give a sense of continuity and universal values to 

each individual.” 

And: “Animals, other species and the plant kingdom are all children of Mother Earth, just as  

humans are, and should therefore be respected as such.” 

You can read all the Manifesto at: 

www.ecospiritualrenaissance.eu 

 

Thank you Ms. Chair. 

 

Rosalba Nattero 

President Ecospirituality Foundation 
      Representative: 

Apache Survival Coalition , Arizona;   

Wiran Aboriginal Corporation, Australia; 

Traditional community “Menhirs Libres”, Bretagna;  

Bassa People, Camerun; 

Familles Royales de Wémè, Benin; 

New Earth Circle, North Italy 


